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    		MC-M04 50cc Moped Scooter with Retro Stylish Design and USB Charger, 12" Wheels, Electric/Kick Start! Free Shipping!
[MC-M04]	$1,699.00 $1,449.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	carlos N

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/19/2018
	Hi My name is carlos nava, and I absolutly love the website and the product that i am about to recieve.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Jeff H

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/28/2018
	Starts quickly and runs very well.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Steven G

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 4 of 5 Stars!]	04/14/2018
	Purchased MB-200-2 4/07/18 and recd. 4/13/18. Perfect condition. Also unit came with Rear Hydraulic disc bake and not drum brake like the pics show on this website. Very happy with that surprise! Bike arrived in great condition except front tire was flat and very hard to seat the bead to inflate. Wrapped strap around tire and finally took air. Very happy with this purchase and customer service.                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	JAMES F

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/26/2018
	very strong scooter I love it                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	DAQUAN G

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	02/19/2018
	Great Scooter ! Great price and quality ratio !                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Thomas G

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/16/2018
	I love it. It works right out of the box after put it together. Everything is here and its fast too. Also the seller powersportsmax has great customer service and emails fast.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	George E

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	12/27/2017
	Fun little scooter! very happy with purchase.

Fast shipping, we ordered it 1/29/2017 and it arrived 12/05/2017.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Ashley N

		  	                                         

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/29/2017
	I bought the red one and i received it on time . hand no problems with the assembly . And i love it to bits . I called powersportsmax and they where there to help with all the questions i had and was given the best answers i needed . thank you so much the best purchase i have ever made.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	MC-M04
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Purchased MB-200-2 4/07/18 and recd. 4/13/18. Perfect condition. Also unit came with Rear Hydraulic disc bake and not drum brake like the pics show on ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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